O

nza Distribution is an international audiovisual content distributor,
with a focus on global exploitation and transmedia. We work intensely
in all of the five continents and we have a presence in the all of the
main international markets.
Our goal is to act as partners of audiovisual producers and TV channels, who trust our services with the purpose of obtaining the greatest
distribution performance in the export of their contents, to ease their
access to a massive global market full of opportunities, and to help
them gain international exposure.
Dedication, efficiency, and transparency, are the attributes that best
define our philosophy and the people that are part of Onza Distribution. We are a team of highly experienced professionals in the distribution sector, with great enthusiasm and willingness to serve our clients
as best as possible.
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TELENOVELAS

THE GIPSY HEIRESS
DRAMA

“WILL LOVE OVERCOME THE PLEASURE OF REVENGE?”

Duarte Alvarenga is an unfulfilled man. He has a fortune and a model

family, but this does not fill the emptiness he has been feeling for the
past twenty years. His first wife died under tragic circumstances and a
few months later his baby girl was kidnapped.
Duarte climbed the highest mountains to find his daughter, but as time
moved on his hope waned. Meanwhile, he married Madalena Alvarenga
who always helped him in his quest and they had two children: Carlota
Alvarenga and Pipo Alvarenga.

2017 / HD / 220x50’
Produced by
TVI

The man who was convicted for kidnapping the baby, but who always
claimed his innocence gives Duarte a photo of a girl who looks very
much like his first wife and tells him to find her in Mexico. She will
be the key to unveil the mystery behind the kidnapping but before
offering up a name he dies, poisoned
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

PAYBACK
DRAMA

“WILL LOVE OVERCOME THE PLEASURE OF REVENGE?”

Jorge Monforte owns the Ouro Verde empire, one of the world leaders

in the agricultural sector. He is Zé Maria Magalhães’s new alias, who
had been taken for dead 15 years before, and who is now back to
avenge his family’s death. His father was charged with the crime and
accused by Miguel who was the one guilty.

2017 / HD / 110x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

Zé Maria meet Bia, Miguel´s daughter and there is love at first sight,
but Zé Maria has other things to worry about, since his memory returns
and he joins the pieces, realising that Miguel ordered the heinous
crime that killed his entire family. How will be deal with the fact that
she is the daughter of the man he´s about to take down?
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

THE PRETENDER
DRAMA

“POWER OF LOVE… LOVE FOR POWER”

A plane goes missing mysteriously, taking with it Veronica´s twin

sister, the victim of a millionaire’s scam. Since her sister is presumed
dead, Verónica assumes her identity and swears revenge on the
businessman’s family. Her main opponent is his wife, Diana. Jaime,
Verónica’s nephew, is in the middle of this war. He suffers from cancer
and needs to be saved. Also amid this turmoil is Rodrigo, Diana´s great
love in the past, but who the two rivals are fighting for in the present.

2016 / HD / 113x50´
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

THE ONLY WOMAN
DRAMA

“IT ALWAYS SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL IT´S DONE”

T

2016 / HD / 190x60´ (Spanish & Portuguese version)
/ 200x50’ (English & French version)
Produced by
PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

he collapse of a great national bank triggers the clash of two
realities. And the conflict between two families. Luís Miguel is a young
engineer who seeks to build a career in Angola. He leaves behind a
traditional and conservative family, one that has been affected by the
crisis. His father owns a construction firm in Portugal which is at risk
of filing for bankruptcy and his mother expects to make money from
a broken marriage.
Luís Miguel meets Mara in Angola, the nurse who saves him from near
death. The girl’s father is an Angolan businessman who has significant
investments in Portugal and he is also the construction firm’s number
one client. The legacy of this past and his current interests turn a
corporate dispute into a clash of two worlds.
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

THE KISS OF THE SCORPION
DRAMA

“WHEN THE ENEMY IS YOUR OWN SISTER”

T

2014 / HD / 193x50´
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

wo women find out they are sisters in the worst possible way and,
from that moment on, engage in a constant conflict. Alice wants Rita’s
life. Rita wants to bring Alice into the happy family life she built with
her husband Fernando, unaware that her sister is truly an evil monster
who will stop at nothing to take Rita’s place. In the cosmopolitan
and sophisticated city of Lisbon, we watch as the stories of common
people intersect, as they face everyday tribulations, fighting and trying
to overcome them, in a plot filled with emotion and sensuality, in
which evil is depicted in all its rawness and in which we see how that
evil can ruin those who aren’t ready to face their enemies, no matter
where they come from... And, sometimes, your worst enemy is yourself
or those to whom you call your family...
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

FORBIDDEN GARDEN
DRAMA

“LOVE AS IT FELT NOWADAYS”

T

he great love of Teresa and Vasco overcame all sorts of obstacles,
especially those from the family. But they broke up. What went wrong?
Teresa, a doctor who is a fighter, committed to social causes, is also
an idealist who fights to save her family’s factory and the jobs it
represents. Vasco, in turn, cannot adapt to the new times and market
rules. Desperate, he travels throughout the emerging economies in
search of a partner who will save the factory. Upon his return, he is
shocked to learn that Teresa is pregnant.

2014 / HD / 250x50´
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

This is a modern soap opera with the subject of break-up, one that is at
the same time sweet, provocative and fun. It is a highly comprehensive
social portrait that will enthrall and enliven spectators.
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

CROSSED DESTINIES
DRAMA

“THEY DON´T KNOW EACH OTHER BUT THEY´RE CONNECTED”

T

wo physically identical women, they’ve never seen each other, they
have no blood relation, and have never coincided before. They’re two
doubles who live completely different lives... but an unexpected
meeting will change their lives forever.
WATCH ONLINE

2013 / HD / 228x50´
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

TELENOVELAS

THE WORLD UPSIDE DOWN
DRAMA

“A UNITED FAMILY IS THEIR ONLY WAY OUT”

A modern soap opera full of passion and sensuality. It’s a story about

2013 / HD / 125x50´

family, and about how love between siblings, between parents and
children, can stand up to anything, even death, even ruin. It’s a story of
crime and mystery, of moral sin and terrible vengeance. Of the battle
between Good and Evil, which rages every day on street corners and
in living rooms, among the rich and among the poor. It is a story of a
learning process, and how to overcome difficulties. Of how Constança,
Catarina and Joao will try, together, and each in their own way, to
defeat evil and restore their world to its rightful place...
WATCH ONLINE

Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

TELENOVELAS

CRAZY ABOUT YOU
DRAMA

“THE POWER OF PASSION IS LIMITLESS”

O

livia has a deadly crush on Miguel. She thinks he’s the man of her
dreams. Nonetheless, Miguel is not more than an unscrupulous playboy,
who is currently in a relationship with Olivia’s brother’s girlfriend.
WATCH ONLINE

2012 / HD / 220x50´
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

TELENOVELAS

SWEET TEMPTATION
DRAMA

“ONE TOWN, ONE MAN, MANY WOMEN”

While the people are celebrating the towns feast, a violent storm

2011 / HD / 260x50´
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

erupts. Scared, the villagers take refuge at home and in the church
and try to keep their belongings safe, locking everything and fearing a
catastrophe. Tiago Marques Flor is the only one who faces the storm.
In the middle of the forest he is struck by someone who falls on a
parachute. The next day, the villagers go outside and no one is quite
prepared to see a beautiful and mysterious girl unconscious in Tiago’s
arms... Tiago has been alone in the world since he was 16 years old,
he’s a withdrawn man, almost wild, he doesn’t trust anybody... The
new girl in town falls quickly in love with Tiago, but she has ferocious
competitors... what will happen to the village and its people?
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

SWEET STRAWBERRIES
YOUTH COMEDY

“THE BIGGEST PHENOMENON IN PORTUGUESE TV”

S

“ weet Strawberries” has been the biggest phenomenon in Portuguese
television over the last few years, this Telenovela presents a different
and innovative concept in face of what is done on television, it is a
reference within Portuguese society. More than a Telenovela, “Sweet
Strawberries” is already a brand and a lifestyle.

2003-2012 / 1807x50´
(13 Seasons)
Produced by
TVI

“Sweet Strawberries” follows the reality of youngsters in all of its
aspects: their day-to-day, their environments, in school, with friends
or family, their problems, dating or sexuality. The clothes, the music,
sports, hobbies and the actual sets closely follow the trends of current
fashion and generational interests. It defines new trends that are
transposed to the real world. It also has as a goal, the transmission of
codes of conduct and reference values, assuming a didactic role in the
education of youngsters.
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

HOLY REMEDIES
DRAMA

“YOU CAN’T RUN AWAY F ROM YOUR PAST…”

A

2011 / HD / 321x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

mystical and almost magical atmosphere, where every single person
tries to find a holy remedy to their ills. Thirty years ago, Violante was
left at the altar by his fiancée Daniel, an ambitious but poor young man,
who aspired for a quick social climb, and who eloped with Eugenia
Monforte, the young daughter of a millionaire. The betrayal was even
worse since Eugenia was Violante’s best friend. After that humiliating
event, Violante runs away to Spain, where she eventually ends up in a
marriage of convenience. Love, romance, humor, fantasy, hate, betrayal,
envy, and saints and demons, will intertwine in a mystical and almost
magical world where each one of these characters is looking for a
blessed remedy for all their problems.
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

ANGEL OF MINE
DRAMA

“RUNNING M AY BE THEIR L AST CHANCE”

A

“ ngel of mine” tells the story of the wealthy family Rebelo da Cunha.
They lost their powerful empire during the Carnation Revolution on
1974, April 25. The father’s family arrest warrant is imminent, so they
plan to escape as soon as they can. But just before they leave they find
wife’s death body.
WATCH ONLINE

2011 / HD / 341x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

TELENOVELAS

SEDUCTION
DRAMA

“WHAT WIL L WOM AN DO TO GET WHAT SHE WANTS?”

T

hese are the stories of great courageous women. Mothers who
will do anything for their children. The poor women, who eventually
succeed in life. The triumph of values, such as dedication and sacrifice.
The strength of the matriarchal power. Seduction is a portrait of the
dimension of a woman’s life: from her work to her family, from her
passions to her sorrows.

2010 / HD / 181x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

Amidst these conflicts and emotional drama, “Seduction” also lives off
the stories and intrigue from the daily life of a television production
company. In the backstage of Video5 we’ll meet, among other
characters, the plight of a famous talk show host, José Carlos Faria,
who is fighting for his career in decline, resorting to very questionable
methods.
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

WILD SPIRIT
DRAMA

“L OV E HAS NEV ER BEEN SO COM PL ICATED”

Zé is a young and independent woman, possessing a wild beauty that

2010 / HD / 267x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

she does not acknowledge. Zé never thought she would fall for any
man, so she is surprised when she starts having feelings for someone
who is her opposite: Rafael, an attractive and slightly vain young man,
the son of her boss, Joaquin Figueira, who took care of Zé and her
adoptive mother almost two decades ago in Uruguay. At first, neither
Zé nor Rafael will admit the attraction they feel for each other. Rafael
is charmed by Zé, but it’s a conflicting feeling since he’s engaged to
be married. Zé, staying true to her independence and rebelliousness,
keeps her distance, and attitude she vows to uphold, resorting to the
use of a rifle if necessary.
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

SEA OF PASSION
DRAMA

“FEELING ANOTHER PERSON’S HEART
HAS NEV ER BEEN SO PAINF UL ”

Inside Benedita´s heart stirs old loves and new emotions. She´s at the

center of a conflict between rich and poor, unscrupulous businessmen
and solidary fishermen, true love and convenient relationships,
friendships and betrayals, hatred and passion, amidst land and sea.

2010 / HD / 254x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

After a successful transplant, Benedita discovers that her new heart
carries old passions inside it, from the previous owner. This young
fisherwoman will be disputed by two men, Miguel and Eduardo, who
loved the former owner of her heart, each in their own way. Will she
love either of them? And in the eternal struggle between the powerful
and the humble, will Benedita find her place in life and passion?
WATCH ONLINE

TELENOVELAS

FEELINGS

MY LOVE

DRAMA

DRAMA

“HOW LONG CAN THE TRUTH BE

“ EVER Y T H I N G H A P P EN S F O R A RE ASO N ”

HI DDEN ?”

Winner of an International Emmy Award,

When Leonor was 12, her cousin told her
2009 / HD / 234x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

something that changed her life forever,
during a discussion Filipa told her “You
think you’re smart…but you should know
that you were adopted”. After hearing that
Leonor never spoke again about it, until
her graduation day. While the family was
celebrating she finished university her
father told her she could ask for one thing,
only one thing that she could ask for and
they would give it to her. She said “I would
like to meet my real family”…
The story takes place between Portugal
and Macau, the Portuguese colony until
1999. It is about love and hatred, suspense
and friendship.
WATCH ONLINE

2009 / 260x50’
Produced by
TVI, PLURAL, FEALMAR

“My Love” is a story of Love, betrayal, justice,
struggle, courage, revenge, cowardice,
friendship, beauty, tragedy and glamour. It
might seem easy to say “My Love...”, but the
following words can often get caught in
one’s throat.
A tragic, plane accident, a few kilometers
from Amsterdam, radically changes the
lives of many families and, especially, those
of three women: Mel, Helena and Patrícia,
whose destinies will cross, between
alliances and disputes.

WATCH ONLINE

FIC T I O N
FEATURE FILMS / TV MOVIES

TV SERIES

YOUTH TV SERIES

MINISERIES

FICTION

FEATURE FILMS / TV MOVIES

THE POWER OF SILENCE
TV MOVIE / DRAMA

“A M EL ODY IN PRAISE OF ART AND F REEDO M”

In the mid-1940’s, Pau Casals was considered one of the most highly
regarded musicians of the time. He was in exile in France and decided
not to perform in public as long as the Spanish dictator Franco
remained in his position. The power of silence. Until in 1950 one of his
students convinced him to go back to the public stage in honour of the
200th year of Bach’s death. Since then he became a standard-bearer
for the cause of freedom around the world.
WATCH ONLINE

2017/ HD / 90’
Produced by
MINORÍA ABSOLUTA

FICTION

FEATURE FILMS / TV MOVIES

NO COUNTRY FOR
YOUNG MEN
FEATURE FILM / COMEDY

“SEARCHING F OR A NEW L IF E IS NEV ER EASY”

Every

year five hundred thousand young people leave Italy and
South Europe and flee overseas. They call it “brain drain” but among
the new emigrants there are a lot of ordinary young people seeking
their fortune. Sandro and Luciano are two of them. Luciano has just
graduated and he aspires to be a writer, not a waiter in Rome. They
decide to leave old Europe and go to Havana and try their fortune at
opening some business there. This is their story and what they find.

2017/ HD / 105’
Produced by
PACO CINEMATOGRAFICA,
NEO ART PRODUCCIONES, RAI CINEMA

WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

FEATURE FILMS / TV MOVIES

MY BAKERY IN BROOKLYN
FEATURE FILM / ROMANTIC COMEDY

“TWO COUSINS, TWO KINDS OF THINKING AND A BAKERY
F OR SAV ING”

Vivien and Chloe are two very different cousins living in Brooklyn

2016 / HD / x100’
Produced by
BULLET PICTURES, LA CANICA FILMS,
EL CAPITAN PICTURES,
NEW BAKERY PRODUCTIONS

who have been inseparable ever since they were children. At least, they
were until recently. The sudden passing of their Aunt Isabelle has left
them with a challenging inheritance: their aunt’s quaint Boulangerie,
named Isabelle’s. Vivien, who has postponed her dream trip to Europe
to help run the shop, wants to keep things traditional, but Chloe, who
works as Fernando’s assistant, a chef for a popular daytime cooking
TV show, feels they should put a modern spin on things. But when the
bank reveals that the Boulangerie is in danger of being foreclosed,
Vivien and Chloe must put the baking mitts down to preserve their
family’s legacy.
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

TV SERIES

THE DEPARTMENT OF TIME
ADVENTURE-DRAMA

“A SECRET GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION TO PREVENT ANYONE
F ROM AL TERING THE PAST”

T

“ he Department of Time” is a secret government institution with a
primary mission: to prevent anyone from altering the past. Created
over 500 years ago, the existence of this department has been carefully
hidden by subsequent kings and governments and therefore very few
people know of its existence.

2015 – 2017 / HD / 34x70’
(3 seasons)
Produced by
ONZA ENTERTAINMENT, CLIFFHANGER,
NOSKI, TVE

Officers at the Department of Time are trusted with the crucial
mission of guarding the gates of time in order to prevent intruders
from travelling through them with the purpose of changing the course
of history in their own benefit.
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

TV SERIES

INSPECTOR MAX
COMEDY CRIME DRAMA

“M AX JUNIOR, THE BEST TRACKER OF THE CRIMINAL
INV ESTIGATION DEPARTM ENT”

Jorge

Mendes, the Investigation Coordinator of the Criminal
Department (CID), is Inspector Max and Max Junior’s owner. Max
Junior is Inspector Max’s puppy. Since his father has retired after years
collaborating with the CID, Max Junior replaces him.

2017 / HD / 26x50’
Produced by
PLURAL

Max Junior will start helping Jorge Mendes to resolve criminal cases.
On the other side there is also the family life, composed by Joanna,
Jorge’s wife, which is a lawyer, and their 8 years old son Manuel.
Jorge and Joanna’s jobs place them sometimes on opposites sides,
since Joanna, as a lawyer, ends up representing some clients accused
by the department headed by Jorge.
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

TV SERIES

HISPANIA

IMPERIUM

HISTORY

HISTORY

“ W H E N Y O U R F R I E N DS BECOME
Y O U R E N E M I E S Y O U ONLY HAVE
Y O U R F A M I L Y LE FT ”

“A STORY OF FIGHT, REVENGE,
AD V E NT U R E S , BU T AL S O … L O V E ”

Hispania narrates the extraordinary travel
2010 / HD / 20x72’
(1 season)
Produced by
BAMBÚ PRODUCCIONES

of a shepherd who decides to become a
warrior for destroying those who ruined
his life. It is the story of a group of young
brave men decided to give everything for
their village.
Viriato won´t be alone in his fight: Sandro,
Darío, Paulo, Héctor… Together they are a
part of a small but resistant group of rebels
willing to give their life for achieving their
aim: to release Hispania from the roman
siege. They are not warriors, but they will
become if necessary.

WATCH ONLINE

2012 / HD / 6x70’
(1 season)
Produced by
BAMBÚ PRODUCCIONES

Back

from the campaign of Numancia,
Galba has been dispossessed of everything
that made him a respected and powerful
man. The Senate repudiates him, his family
is ruined and his wife, Claudia, fled with his
firstborn Cayo to the arms of the man who
made him fall into disgrace: Quinto Servilio
Cepión.
Without his honor and without his newborn
son, Galba swears revenge against Quinto
and he begins an inexorable rise to power
to recover the position that he snatched
him. His family, the Sulpicio, must get back
the name that they deserve in Rome and
Galba is willing to do anything for it.
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

TV SERIES

FRAGILES

EVA’S FISHBOWL

DRAMA

DRAMA

“ T H E M O S T U N O R THODOX
P S Y C H O L O G I S T ON T V”

“BECAUSE THERE’S ALWAYS LIGHT AT
T H E E ND O F T H E T U NNE L ”

Hospital drama series that centers around
2012 / HD / 16x55’
Produced by
ISLA PRODUCCIONES

the life of Paul, an eccentric and atypical
physiotherapist who uses psychology more
than he uses his hands to cure his patients.
Physical therapists know that their patients’
don’t only have physical pain, but they also
have a hidden emotional pain, a story to
tell and to be heard, and a chance to excel.
WATCH ONLINE

Eva
2011 / HD / 260x30’
(4 seasons)
Produced by
ISLA PRODUCCIONES

is a teenage therapist that joins
Unamuno High School. Once there, her
peculiar personality and her unorthodox
procedures will clash with the students
she deals with inside her characteristic
practice. It will be inside that glass office,
which she calls ¨The fishbowl¨, where all
the feelings and emotions will meet. Little
by little, the kids who were at first reluctant
to open themselves, will slowly break down,
letting their fears and hopes come out. Just
like trapeze artists in a world that refuses
to understand them, they will dare leaping
with Eva into the void, without a net. Will
they manage to fall on feet? Millions of
viewers have followed that flight holding
their breaths.
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

YOUTH TV SERIES

FRESH PASTA
CO M E DY-D RA M A

“BRAV ERY CAN CHANGE F ATE”

María´s fate changes when she literally crosses paths with the Elias

brothers. Maria finds a family, a mission and love. Someone who saves
a life saves the whole world and therefore nothing will ever be the
same again.

2016 / HD / 103x45’

“Fresh Pasta” is an intergenerational storyline that reflects the
different experiences of the age brackets represented, their conflicts
and varying ways of seeing the world. In a family out of the ordinary
but whose problems are just like yours and mine there will be many
adventures, discoveries, improbable ties and joys... a challenging daily
life which all families, on and of screen, will want to follow.

Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

YOUTH TV SERIES

I LOVE IT
CO M E DY-D RA M A

“M USIC IS WHAT F EEL INGS SOUND L IKE”

I

2013 / HD / 215x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

“ Love it” is the story of Beatriz, an irreverent girl in love with her
music who keeps alive the dream of becoming famous. She lives far
from her family and shares her house with Leila, a young girl who
recently moved to Portugal to study Fashion Design. All of a sudden,
she finds her house invaded by Rodolfo, a young man from the Azores;
Arrison, a hot-blooded Brazilian; and Cristina, a young and shy girl
from the Trás-os-Montes area in the north of Portugal. Beatriz’s house
turns into a hostel for students from different origins, nationalities and
personalities, all of them with their own hopes and dreams.
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

MINISERIES

THE MIRACLE OF FATIMA
RELIGIOUS DRAMA

“THE M IRACL E OF F ÁTIM A SEEN THROUGH THE EYES O F A CHILD”

A

period series that tells the incredible story of Jacinta, the youngest
seer in the apparitions of Fátima. A unique document where the
theological dimension of the phenomenon of the apparitions
is overtaken by the human dimension of a child touched by the
transcendent. Through the two episodes of this series, the viewer will
be taken on a fantastic voyage through time, discovering Portugal
in the early 20th century and witnessing how little Jacinta touches
everyone around her.

2017 / HD / 2x50’/ 1x90’
Produced by
CORAL VISION EUROPA

WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

MINISERIES

DALIA, THE DRESSMAKER
DRAMA

“A STORY WOV EN WITH INTRIGUE AND M YST ERY”

Dalia arrives in Prescedo to find out if the sudden death of her mother

was a twist of destiny. With her sewing machine as sole inheritance
and the suspicion that her family history hides more than one secret,
she establishes herself in the village, with the firm conviction of
finding the truth of what happened.
A story where intrigue and love go hand in hand; ¨Dalia, The
Seamstress¨, a mini series of four chapters, set in the 50s.

2017 / HD / 4x70’
Produced by
CTV

WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

MINISERIES

MARCO
DRAMA

“THE BEAUTIFUL STORY OF A CHILD
WHO IS L OOKING F OR HIS M OTHER”

Marco lives with his humble family in a small mountain village. His

mother, the only source of income of the family, has no other chance
but to leave the village to work so that she can maintain Marco and his
brother Lucas. Both children’s lives change drastically when, suddenly,
they stop having news from her. Being just twelve, Marco decides to
start a long trip with a clear objective: find his mom.

2012 / HD / 3x75’
(1 season)
Produced by
BAMBÚ PRODUCCIONES

“Marco” is the story of a child who is looking for his mother but, above
all, it is the story of a great adventure. Marco and his brother Lucas
will travel all over villages and cities, cross the sea and live many
setbacks... But nothing will stop him, not even fear, as both brothers
have a strong weapon against it: their imagination. It is loosely based
on a small part of the novel Heart (Cuore) by Edmondo De Amicis, i.e.
the monthly tale From the Apennines to the Andes.
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

MINISERIES

REDEMPTION

THE GIFT

CO M E DY-D RA M A

DRAMA

“ L I V I N G H A S N E V ER BEEN
SO PAINFUL”

“T H E T R U T H L AY S I N H I S M I ND ”

A

2011 / HD / 4x60’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

psychologist, successfully posing as
a psychic, is exposed by his ex-wife, with
whom he was trying to get back with.
Humiliated and depressed, he goes back
to his home town and moves into an
apartment in an isolated building which is
practically empty.
He soon meets a woman who lives there,
and his relationship with her grows
stronger as he begins to experience some
strange visions and phenomenon around
him. What is real and what isn’t? Is there
another world or is it all in Eduardo’s head?
WATCH ONLINE

2011 / HD / 5x60’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

R

ogério Natal is a cold-hearted man
that became a successful businessman
by pushing down a lot of people. He is a
womanizer, always worried of himself.
But one day he is diagnosed with
Parkinson’s. In order to stop living his own
degradation he decides to commit suicide,
but all his attemps are unsuccesfull. He
realizes that he has a “Guardian Angel” that
prevents him from dying until he fixes all
the pain he has done to the people around
him. The Angel has a list of people whose
lives Rogério will have to improve before
he can rest in peace.
WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

MINISERIES

LOVE IS A DREAM

HAPPY DAYS

ROMANTIC COMEDY

DRAMA

“ N O T E V E R Y T HING
I S C O I N C I DEN CE ”

“Y O U C AN’ T S AY NO T O L O V E ”

Lidia
2011 / HD / 4x60’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

is a young woman who doesn’t
believe in love. She lives a stressful life,
from her work at a newspaper agency
to the social events she attends and the
chaos of her own apartment. Lidia makes
a mockery of all romantic feelings and she
is constantly dismissing the sentimental
stories of her friend Amelia who believes
that behind Lidia’s pragmatic and cold
demeanor there’s a truly romantic heart.

2010 / HD /6x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

T

wo strangers, Ana and Miguel, travel
to the island of Madeira, under tragic
circumstances: to identify the bodies of
Ana’s father and Miguel’s mother, victims
of a car accident. What they did not expect
is to find out that in Madeira, their parents
had carried on a secret love affair for 10
years.
WATCH ONLINE

WATCH ONLINE

FICTION

MINISERIES

MORTAL DESTINY
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DRAMA

CRIME DRAMA

“THE ANSWER TO LIFE HAS
NE V E R BE E N D AR K E R ”

“ T H I S I S J U S T T H E B E GIN N IN G…
N O O N E I S S A FE”

Miguel

2010 / HD / 6x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

miraculously survives a car
accident in which his mother dies. The car
is so warped that everyone is surprised
that Miguel escaped with his life. On his
first day of school, already in mid-semester,
he meets a girl called Sofia. They both
immediately feel a strong attraction for
each other. It is something that goes
beyond a simple love at first sight. When
he first meets her, Miguel starts to develop
exceptional powers which he had hidden
deep inside. His awareness of things
around him increases beyond human
capacity. Miguel and Sofia’s destinies are in
fact fatally intertwined. Sofia is a vampire
with a genetic gift that enables her to have
direct contact with sunlight, something
which makes another female vampire to
be extremely jealous.Will Miguel accept
his mysterious powers and destroy the
vampires? Or Will Sofia join forces with
Miguel and then sacrifice herself for the
greater good?

A

2010 / HD / 6x50’
Produced by
TVI & PLURAL ENTERTAINMENT

female professor is found strangled on
a stairway of the university with a student’s
cloak covering her naked body. The brutality
of the crime alerts the police and grabs the
media’s attention, leaving the university
in a state of shock. A crime of passion?
Retaliation? Revenge? Envy? What is the
motive? And what is the meaning of the
symbols that the only witness, an autistic
child, obsessively draws? An enigma that
will become more puzzling with each new
victim; love triangles harboring suspicions
and betrayals; and the key of the mystery is
hidden in the drawings of an autistic child
whose mind is impossible to decipher. Will
Helena, the specialist, be able to unravel
the secret? Or can Raúl, the detective, find
the meaning of those symbols, since he has
an autistic child of his own? In this mystery
where emotions abound, everyone is a
suspect and nobody’s safe...
WATCH ONLINE

WATCH ONLINE

TV

FO R MA T S

TV FORMATS

THE ANTHILL
MAGAZINE / VARIETY

“THE SHOW HOL L YWOOD CEL EBRITIES ENJOY THE MO ST”

It is the biggest entertainment show in Spain, It has been nominated
twice to the international Emmy Awards and won the Rose D´OR. It is
a creative and innovative show full of gags, surprises, and audience
participation, targeted to all family members.

2006 – STILL AIRING
/ 1714 x 45’ (12 seasons)
Produced by
7YACCIÓN

“The Anthill” is a family groundbreaking show. Next to the main
host, Trancas and Barrancas are the stars of the show. They are two
irreverent ants that ask the questions that no host would dare to ask
and their odd humor represents the hallmark of “The Anthill”. Everyday
a celebrity visits the show to keep the magic running, to be interviewed
by the host and above all to have fun with our science, the brutal art
and many other innovative sections.
WATCH ONLINE

TV FORMATS

JOIN THE BEAT
MUSIC SHOW

“THIS F ORM AT IS A TOTAL REV OL UTION”

J

“ oin the Beat” is a musical revolution. Creates online songs with the
collaboration of people that do not know each other.
First of all, Carlos Jean creates the base and uploads it on the program’s
web. Internet users download the bases and send their tracks through
the net. Out of all submitted tracks, Carlos chooses those he considers
the best.

2016 / FORMAT
Produced by
7YACCIÓN

During the 7 episodes, the 13 finalist songs are chosen. There are two
galas: in the first one 5 songs are chosen from the 13 that reached the
final: these are the ones eligible to win the grand final. In the grand
final gala, the winning song is chosen. The authors of the 13 finalist
songs will go on tour. A docushow of the tour will be made to be
broadcasted by “La Sexta 3”. On the internet, “Join the Beat” is already a
phenomenon with hundreds of videos and more than 3 million views.
WATCH ONLINE

TV FORMATS

21 DAYS
DOCU REALITY

“BECAUSE IT’S NOT THE SAM E TO TEL L THAN TO LIVE”

T

hroughout a period of 24 hours during 21 days, presenter Adela Úcar
will immerge in the life of different groups of people with the purpose
of learning and showing how their lives really are. One can only fully
understand what these groups go through by experiencing their lives
for a short period of time.
WATCH ONLINE

2009-2016 / 44x50’
(7 seasons) / FORMAT
Produced by
VERALIA

TV FORMATS

BETTER TOGETHER
EMOTAINMENT

“L ONEL Y DAYS ARE OV ER”
“Better Together” is considered as a trustworthy and respectable
option to put an end to solitude. More than a thousand matches during
the show’s broadcast symbolize a guarantee. It is not only a leading
TV Show within its time slot. It is more than that. It is a TV show in
which we help people suffering isolation, one of the main problems of
society nowadays, and we do it entertaining.
WATCH ONLINE

2017 / FORMAT
Produced by
INDALOYMEDIA

TV FORMATS

SHALL WE DANCE?
EMOTAINMENT

“DANCING CAN SOM ETIM ES EXPL AIN WHAT WORDS CAN’T”

T

he contestants will have the opportunity to run into a person
selected by them to make a live dance. The objective will be to solve a
conflict, restore love or simply ask for forgiveness.
WATCH ONLINE

2015 / FORMAT
Produced by
VERALIA

TV FORMATS

DNA
GAME SHOW

“GENETICS HAV E NEV ER BEEN SO F UN”

Like father, like son... In “DNA”, the participant must choose a father

or mother from one of two groups of people present on stage, and
unite them with their corresponding child, who will be among the
people in the other group. In order to win the ultimate cash prize, the
participant must risk it all in the grand final, where he will have to
choose a third person from a third group that will walk on stage... Is
there true resemblance between parents and their children?
WATCH ONLINE

2011 / HD / 8x52’
Produced by
VERALIA

TV FORMATS

GRAND PRIX

GRAND PRIX XPRESS

GAME SHOW

GAME SHOW

“A GUARANTEED LAUGH FOR YOU
AND Y O U R FAM I L Y ”

G

178x120’
(15 seasons)
Produced by
VERALIA

“ rand Prix” is a contest based show in
which two towns from different parts of
Spain, with a population below 50,000,
compete in different tests and obstacle
courses.
The towns representatives consist of
the towns inhabitants, who serve as the
audience within the set, the town mayor,
who leads the team, a famous person from
that town, acting as council to the mayor,
a kid and a mascot. The most symbolic
moment of the show is the heifer test,
in which contestants must run from and
dodge.
WATCH ONLINE

T

hroughout the last years of “Grand Prix”,
we gathered and stored the most hilarious
and amazing moments in the program.
2010 / 40x30’
(1 season)
Produced by
VERALIA

WATCH ONLINE

TV FORMATS

MAGIC MANIA
KID’S ENTERTAINMENT

“A GREAT TV SHOW FOR KIDS BUT
AL SO F OR ADUL TS”

T

his new TV show will astonish, entertain and instruct children, all
in one! Great magic tricks that will blow their minds, unveiled just for
them.
However, “Magic Mania” doesn´t reveal professional illusions, just small
tricks for Magic toddlers. All our Magic tricks can be built with common
materials such as glue, paper, pencils, coins, cherry, tomatoes...
Illusions that can be done by anyone but that leaves everyone amazed.
A great TV show for kids but also for adults.

2014 / HD / 26x12’
Produced by
VERALIA

WATCH ONLINE

TV FORMATS

CAMERA KID
KID’S ENTERTAINMENT

“KIDS ARE JUST ADORABL E AND SPONTANEOUS”

C

2016 / 70x5’ – 5x40’
Produced by
7YACCIÓN

“ amera Kid” is a new breed of hidden camera show that incorporates
the naivety and spontaneity of kids. Camera Kid is a program where
tons of little angels cause tons of mischief; it’s a place full of smiles
and laughs; plenty of magic, tenderness, simplicity, naturalness, the
cutest little things, the most incredible facial expressions, the sincerest
explanations and a big load of surprises for everyone. All this makes
Camera Kid a format for all audiences; a program you can watch and
enjoy with the whole family.
The program’s team designs surprises adequate for 4-6 year olds;
surprises in which kids find themselves in embarrassing situations
contrived by adults, leading to spontaneous, hilarious reactions. These
reactions are recorded by a hidden camera and they deliver wholesome
family fun.
WATCH ONLINE

SCREENINGS
AND FURTHER INFORMATION

We kindly invite you to visit our website www.onzadistribution.com
You will freely find trailers and further information.

To screen full versions, we require you to register and get your log-in
info:
email: _________________( your e-mail address )
password: ______________( the one you prefer )
Once you have done it and we have approved the account, you should
simply log-in on the upper right hand corner, click on view full episode,
and you’re good to go.

If you have any problems please get in contact with us:
onza@onzadistribution.com

W W W.O N Z A D I S T R I B U T I O N.C O M

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

onza@onzadistribution.com
Suero de Quiñones 38, 1B:- 28002 Madrid

